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Introduction
This supplement provides details about the Search and Rescue (SAR) and Civil Air 

Patrol (CAP) features available in ForeFlight Mobile on the iPad. This supplement 
assumes working knowledge of ForeFlight Mobile; refer to the Pilot’s Guide to 
ForeFlight Mobile (available inside ForeFlight Mobile in Documents > Catalog > 
ForeFlight, and online at www.foreflight.com/support/pilots-guide for other 
information about ForeFlight Mobile.

This supplement presumes knowledge of how to correctly employ SAR search 
patterns and procedures. For more information, refer to your organization’s training 
materials. 

This supplement also presumes a basic level of proficiency with general iPad use 
and navigation. Use of SAR features is NOT RECOMMENDED for pilots who are new to 
using the iPad or ForeFlight Mobile. 

We welcome your feedback about these features, and invite your suggestions for 
making them more useful for your SAR missions. Please contact team@foreflight.com 
with your feedback and suggestions.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

DUE TO THE INCREASED RISKS INHERENT IN SAR MISSIONS, DO 
NOT ATTEMPT TO LEARN HOW TO USE FOREFLIGHT MOBILE OR THE 
SAR FEATURES DURING A SAR MISSION.     
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Activating SAR Features
To activate the SAR features, tap on More > Settings, scroll down to the Search 

and Rescue section, then turn “Enable Search and Rescue” ON.

When “SAR Waypoints as Lat/Lon” is ON the SAR Search Pattern waypoints are 
displayed as Latitude/Longitude instead of as SAR-01, SAR-02...  
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SAR Route Workflow

SAR PATTERN ONLY

To create a stand-alone SAR pattern, follow the steps for the appropriate pattern:

Grid Aligned Circle Creeping Line

Expanding Square Parallel Route Search

Sector

SAR PATTERN WITH ROUTE TO/FROM SEARCH AREA

If you also want to include route elements or segments TO and/or FROM the 
search pattern, the search pattern needs to be “expanded” to lock-in each waypoint. 
Follow these steps to “expand” the search pattern:

1. Create the search pattern using Procedure > Search and Rescue (see above).

2. When you have the desired search pattern in the NavLog, tap the Search Pattern 
oval then tap the Expand SAR Pattern button (or email the route to yourself ).

3. When the pattern expands (or the route opens), the individual points in the 
search pattern will all be expanded in the NavLog and no longer contained in the 
single Search Pattern NavLog entry:
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4. Then to insert before the expanded SAR pattern, tap the “SAR-01” oval in the 
NavLog and choose “Insert Before...” to insert the route elements one at a time. 

To insert points  after the SAR pattern, tap in the NavLog and type the points as 
you would when planning any other route. Or, use touch-planning with rubber 
banding to adjust the route directly on the Maps page.
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INCLUDE MULTIPLE SAR PATTERNS

Th e N av Lo g c a n i n c l u d e o n l y o n e “n o n - ex p a n d e d ” S A R p at te r n ( i e : 

) at a time. 

Multiple SAR patterns can be “chained” together by expanding a SAR pattern, 
inserting a “placeholder” waypoint after the expanded SAR Pattern, adding the next 
SAR pattern, deleting the placeholder point then finally expanding the last entered 
SAR pattern. This allows additional waypoints, airports, etc... to be added after the 
SAR pattern, for example: to continue to the destination airport.

Example: Plot a Grid search of the PHX102B and PHX103A grids, then add the 
departure and destination airport (KFLG) and a run-in waypoint before the first 
search. The entry to the grid search of PHX102B is to the South, with initial turns to 
the left. 

1. Create the first Grid search: 
CAP@PHX102B, initial heading South, 
Left turns. Adjust the Spacing & Buffers 
so that the final point is in the upper-
right corner of 102B.

2. Tap the oval in the NavLog to expand 
the Search pattern by tapping Expand 
SAR Pattern...
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3. Add a waypoint after the final 
waypoint in the expanded search grid. 
You can do this using touch, or by 
entering the Lat/Long of the point.

4. Add the 2nd Grid search: 
CAP@PHX103A (you can use the same 
parameters as PHX102B, or different 
ones as the mission requires, see 4b).

4b. Note that the 2nd SAR pattern 
doesn’t have to use the same parameters 
as the initial pattern. In this example, the 
search of PHX103A starts to the East and 
turns Right.

5. After adding the 2nd SAR pattern, 
there will be an unwanted leg across 
the bottom of the route. Remove this 
by scrolling down in the NavLog and 
deleting the point that appears after 
the SAR pattern oval.
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6. After removing that point, the 
"chained" searches appear correctly. Tap 
the 2nd SAR pattern oval to expand it as 
well so that additional route points can 
be added after the search.

7. Scroll to the top of the NavLog and 
tap the first point and choose “Insert 
Before...” to insert a departure point.

8. If needed, insert a “lead-in” point 
before the first point in the expanded 
SAR pattern.

9. Scroll to the bottom of the NavLog, 
tap after the last oval and type any 
additional waypoints needed.
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SAR Grid Overlays
When the SAR features have been activated, three SAR Grid overlays are available 

in the Maps drop-down: CAP Grid, Cell CAP Grid and GARS Grid. The grid divisions and 
labels dynamically hide and show as the map is zoomed in and out.

SELECT GRID OVERLAY

Tap the Maps drop-down, then choose the desired Grid overlay. 
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CAP GRID

The “Conventional” CAP grid consists of 
15-minute quadrangle grid squares, with 
locations identified in the format ORD483. 
The grid squares can be further divided into 
7.5-minute quadrants identified 
by A - B - C - D.

CAP CELL GRID

The CAP Cell grid is “new” grid based on 
1 degree of lat i tude/ longitude, with 
locations identified in the format 40092DC. 
Like the CAP Grid, the Cell grid squares can 
be further divided into quadrants identified 
by A - B - C - D.
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GARS GRID

Grid Area Reference System grid is made 
up of 30-minute cells, with locations 
identified in the format 176LW. The first 3 
digits are the longitudinal band, numbered 
starting at the 180-degree meridian and 
moving eastward. The 2 letters are the 30-
minute latitudinal band. 

The 30-minute cells can further be 
divided into 15-minute quadrants (1 - 2 - 3 - 
4) and 5-minute areas (1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 
8 - 9), in the form 176LW37 (see below, 
where the 3rd quadrant is colored green 
and the area 7 is in bold-italics).

1 2

1 2 3

4 5 6 4

7 8 9
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SAR Search Patterns
There are 7 SAR Search Patterns that can be added to a route using the Procedure 

button in the NavLog Edit box. These patterns are:

✤ Grid Aligned (aka: Parallel Grid, or Grid Search Pattern)

✤ Circle

✤ Expanding Square 

✤ Creeping Line

✤ Parallel

✤ Route Search

✤ Sector

ADD A SEARCH PATTERN

To add a Search Pattern, display the NavLog, then tap Procedure and choose 
Search and Rescue >.

Then select the Pattern 
and enter the required 
parameters. Tap “Add to 
Route” to add the selected pattern to your route.

NOTE: In Landscape mode, you may need to scroll down in the entry box to see 
the “Add to Route” button.

If the pattern is not exactly as desired, simply tap Procedure again to re-start the 
entry process. The parameters you entered before are saved, so you can quickly 
modify only those needed to display the desired pattern.

Depending on the pattern, you can use an aviation waypoint, a lat/long 
coordinate, a User Waypoint or a Grid reference as the starting point of the pattern.
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GRID ALIGNED (AKA PARALLEL GRID, OR GRID SEARCH PATTERN)
To add a Grid Aligned search pattern, enter the Grid Cell then choose the Initial 

Direction (North, South, East, or West), the Initial Turn (Left or Right), Spacing  
between legs (0.5-9.9nm) and the Buffer, the distance from the edge of the grid 
border: (0.0-3.0nm). Currently, the Grid Aligned search pattern can only encompass a 
single grid square (or quadrant, sub-quadrant or sub-area.)

For more details about Grid Waypoint options, 
see Grid Locations as Waypoints.

CAP Grid: CAP@AAANNNQ where AAA is the 
Grid Identifier, NNN is the Grid Number and Q is 
the optional quadrant (A, B, C or D). 
Example: CAP@ORD451C.

Cap Cell Grid: CAP@LLNNNQQQ where LL is 
latitude, NNN is longitude and QQQ are the 
optional the quadrant and sub-quadrants 
(A, B, C, D). Example: CAP@40092CD.

GARS Grid: GARS@NNNLLnn where NNN is the 
longitudinal band, LL is the latitudinal band and 
nn are the optional quadrant (1-4) and sub area 
(1-9). Example: GARS@176LW3.
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CIRCLE

To add a Circle search pattern, enter the 
center waypoint and radius (0.5-30.0 nm).

The center waypoint can be an airport, 
navaid, aviation waypoint, Grid waypoint, or 
lat/long coordinate.

EXPANDING SQUARE

To add an Expanding Square search 
pattern, enter the start wayoint, the initial 
True course and direction of turn, the leg 
spacing (0.5-9.9nm) and the number of 
legs (1-60).

The start waypoint can be an airport, 
navaid, aviation waypoint, Grid waypoint, or 
lat/long coordinate.
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CREEPING LINE

To add a Creeping Line search pattern, 
enter the start waypoint, the initial True 
course and direction of turn, the leg 
length (1-99.9 nm), the spacing between 
legs (0.5-9.9  nm) and the number of legs 
(1-40).

The Creeping Line is similar to the 
Parallel search, except that the Creeping 
Line extends the search to either side of the 
Initial DTK, while the Parallel search runs 
parallel to just one side of the DTK (see 
below).

The start waypoint can be an airport, 
navaid, aviation waypoint, Grid waypoint, or 
lat/long coordinate.

PARALLEL

To add a Parallel search pattern, enter 
the start waypoint, the initial True course 
and direction of turn, the leg length 
(1-99.9 nm), the spacing between legs 
(0.5-9.9 nm) and the number of legs (1-40).

The Parallel search is similar to the 
Creeping Line, except that the Parallel 
extends the search to just one side of the 
Initial DTK, while the Creeping Line search 
runs to either side of the Initial DTK (see 
above). 

The start waypoint can be an airport, 
navaid, aviation waypoint, Grid waypoint, or 
lat/long coordinate.
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ROUTE SEARCH

To add a Route search along the route currently in the NavLog, leave the “Route” 
box empty and only enter the spacing (0.5-9.9nm) and the number of passes (1-4). 

       

To add a Route search along a different route than that currently in the NavLog, 
enter the points on the route in the Search pop-up along with the spacing 
(0.5-9.9nm) and the number of passes (1-4).
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SECTOR

To add a Sector search, enter the start 
waypoint, the initial True course, the 
direction of turn and the leg length 
(0.5-10.0nm).

The start waypoint can be an airport, 
navaid, aviation waypoint, Grid waypoint, or 
lat/long coordinate.
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Emailing a route with a SAR 

pattern to another pilot
When you Email a route including a SAR pattern to another pilot, each leg in the 

“table” is listed as “SAR-01 --> SAR-02”. However, the “Open in ForeFlight Mobile” link 
contains the Lat/Long coordinates of each point.

On the receiving device, open the Apple Mail app and tap the “Open in ForeFlight 
Mobile” to open the route in ForeFlight Mobile.
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Grid Locations as Waypoints
You can enter a Grid location into a route or SAR pattern, or into the Search oval 

on the Maps page to find that Grid location. This will add a point at the center of the 
specified grid location to your route, or if using Search, show the center of the 
specified Grid location. 

CAP GRID WAYPOINT FORMAT

CAP@AAANNN where AAA is the Grid Identifier, NNN is the Grid Number. Example: 
CAP@HOU199

CAP@AAANNNQ where AAA is the Grid Identifier, NNN is the Grid Number and Q is 
the quadrant (A, B, C or D). Example: CAP@HOU199A.
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CAP CELL GRID WAYPOINT FORMAT

CAP@LLNNN where LL is latitude, NNN is longitude. Example: CAP@29095.

CAP@LLNNNQ where LL is latitude, NNN is longitude and Q is the quadrant (A, B, 
C, D). Example: CAP@29095A.

CAP@LLNNNQQ where LL is latitude, NNN is longitude and QQ is the quadrant and 
sub-quadrant (A, B, C, D). Example: CAP@29095AB.

CAP@LLNNNQQQ where LL is latitude, NNN is longitude and QQQ is the quadrant 
and sub-quadrants (A, B, C, D). Example: CAP@29095ABD.
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GARS GRID WAYPOINT FORMAT

GARS@NNNLL where NNN is the 30-minute longitudinal band, numbered starting 
at the 180-degree meridian and moving eastward, and LL is the 30-minute latitudinal 
band. Example: GARS@169KZ.

GARS@NNNLLn where NNN is the longitudinal band, LL is the latitudinal band and 
n is the quadrant (1-4). Example: GARS@169KZ4. 

GARS@NNNLLnn where NNN is the longitudinal band, LL is the latitudinal band 
and n is the quadrant (1-4) and sub area (1-9) . Example: GARS@169KZ43.
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MGRS WAYPOINT FORMAT

MGRS@NNLSSeeeennnn where NN is the 6° wide UTM zone number with leading 
zero included, L is the band of latitude (see table below), SS designates 100,000m grid 
square within the zone, and eeee and nnnn represent the Easting and Northing values 
within the 100,000m grid square.

Example: MGRS@15RTP (15 is UTM zone, R is latitude band and TP is the 100,000m 
grid square).

Example: MGRS@15RTN50008000 (15 is UTM zone, R is latitude band, TN is the 
100,000m grid square, 5000 is the easting and 8000 is the northing within the 
100,000m grid square).
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MGRS Grid Zones
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References
CAP and Cell Grids: www.cap-es.net/CAPGrids/CAP%20Grid%20Systems.htm

GARS grid: www.capmembers.com/emergency_services/operations_support/
education_and_training/grid-area-reference-system/

earth-info.nga.mil/GandG/coordsys/grids/gars.html

MGRS grid: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_grid_reference_system

earth-info.nga.mil/GandG/coordsys/grids/referencesys.html

mgrs-data.org
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Pilot’s Guide SAR Supplement 

Change History
For v6.0

✤ Updated screenshots for new User Interface.

For v5.4.2
✤ Added explanation of how to include multiple SAR patterns (ie: search 

adjacent Grid squares) in a single route.

✤ Updated UI of Expand SAR Pattern button. 

For v5.4.1
✤ Added “Expand SAR Pattern” button, updated SAR Route Workflow 

section.

For v5.4
✤ Initial version
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